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Iminosugars are known as potent inhibitors of glycosidases, being thus interesting for treating carbohydrate
mediated diseases. As α−glucosidase from yeast is similar to human α-glucosidase, a QSAR study to
identify the molecular features relevant for the inhibitory activity against α-glucosidase from yeast is important
for the rational design of therapeutic leads. In our study the calibration set includes 26 iminosugars (including
5-6 atoms in cycle) with known inhibitory activity. The prediction set includes 12 iminosugars. There are two
“activity cliffs” and an outlier in the calibration set. Excluding the outlier, the predictive quality of the best
QSAR is high enough (r2 = 0.8816; F = 54.6; r2CV = 0.7119). The molecular features inferred as having largest
influence on activity are the number of atoms, the number of OH groups and the presence/absence of
double bonds in the heterocycle (absence is favorable). Three iminosugars in the prediction set were identified
as compounds recommended for synthesis.
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Iminosugars mimic carbohydrates, acting as inhibitors
of various glycosidases, which are the enzymes responsible
for catalyzing the glycosidic bonds in complex
carbohydrates and glycoconjugates [1]. Therefore
iminosugars are considered to be powerful agents against
various carbohydrate mediated diseases such as cancer,
viral infections (hepatitis, HIV) and diabetes [2]. The
inhibitory activity against a certain type of glycosidase
depends on the structure of the iminosugar (number of
cycle atoms and stereochemistry) and on the substituents
on the cycle. While most structure – activity relationship
studies were centered on deoxynojirimycin derivatives, very
few articles report the synthesis and different glycosidase
inhibitory activity of a series of pyrrolidine iminosugars with
varying stereochemistry and substituents on nitrogen [35]. Recently two QSAR studies were published in literature
regarding the glycosidase inhibitory activity of iminosugars
[6, 7].
It is known the fact that α-glucosidase from yeast and
human á-glucosidase I share a high identity
in their catalytically active domains, have similar
substrate speciûcity, pH optimum, and inhibitor sensitivity
[8, 9].
We present here a QSAR study regarding the inhibitory
activity against yeast α-glucosidase of a series of
iminosugars. The aim is to identify the molecular features
(significant molecular fragments included) having the
highest impact (favorable or unfavorable) on the inhibitory
activity.
The calibration set includes 26 iminosugars having
inhibitory activity against yeast α-glucosidase. The number
of molecules is rather low, but in order to get reliable results
it is important for the biological activity to be observed in
identical conditions, even if it was determined by different
research groups. The prediction set includes 12 molecules
having unknown inhibitory activity, the purpose being to
identify the ones most likely to present biological activity.

Methods and formulas
The analyzed molecules (calibration set + prediction
set) are presented in table 1. The molecules 27-38 were
included in the prediction set. We used literature data for
the observed values of the dissociation constant K i
measured in similar conditions (pH 6.8), ranging between
[0.14, 7,500]. The “dependent property” is the inhibitory
activity AK, defined by formula (1). The value of k factor in
formula (1) is the minimum value of Ki (Ki = 0.14 for
compound 2). The observed values AKobs of activity, used in
computations, are within [0, 4.729] range.

AKobs = log (Ki/k)

(1)

The minimum energy geometry, for each molecule, was
obtained by PCModel v. 9.0 software [27], using MMX force
field [28]. Then the geometry was more rigorously
optimized using the quantum mechanics program MOPAC
v. 8.137W [29], with the PM6 method [30]. In the MOPAC
analysis the keywords “pm6 pulay gnorm=0.2 geo-ok
mmok bonds vectors” were used to set the parameters for
geometry optimization.
In the next step, the programs MOPAC, DRAGON v. 5.4
[31] and PRECLAV v. 1305 [32-35] computed, for each
molecule, the value of almost 1700 molecular descriptors.
A specific procedure [36] identified the “significant”
molecular fragments. Actually, if the bond order value of
the chemical bond between two heavy atoms (different
from hydrogen) is high enough, these atoms are included
in the same molecular fragment. Consequently, the
conjugation of a certain molecular fragment with the
neighboring fragment(s) is low. The percentages, in weight,
of “significant” fragments, are well correlated with the
values of activity. The significance of a positive Pearson
correlation sign is that “a large mass percentage of this
fragment increases the activity value”. Consequently, a
negative correlation sign signifies that “a large mass
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percentage of this fragment decreases the activity value”.
Often, the identified fragments are not the same as the
classical chemical groups.
A specific procedure identified the “significant”
descriptors. Then, the PRECLAV program computed QSARs
(2):
where
AK = inhibitory activity;
C0 = intercept;
Ci = weighting factors;
Di = the values of “significant” descriptors;
p = number of descriptors.

the calibration set and computed the relative “utility” of
predictors within [0, 1000] range. The predictors which
present high value of “utility” can be considered very useful
for estimating the activity, because they correlate well with
the activity and do not correlate with other predictors. Thus,
each “useful” predictor offers a different kind of information
from the other predictors.
After computing the Acalc values of the activity for the
prediction set molecules, PRECLAV sorts these molecules
according to the computed values. The program computed
the average value Acalcm and the standard deviation s of the
estimated values. The program considers “high estimated
values” the values fulfilling the criterion (3) and “low
estimated values” the values fulfilling the criterion (4).

The descriptors included in the best QSAR are named
“predictors”. Some specific formulas [32, 35] computed
the quality of the equations, identified the “high outliers” in

Acalc > Acalcm + 0.5 x σ
Acalc < Acalcm – 0.5 x σ

(3)
(4)

Table 1
THE ANALYZED MOLECULES AND THE
VALUE OF THE INHIBITORY ACTIVITY
AGAINST α-GLUCOSIDASE
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Table 1
CONTINUED

Therefore, a certain molecule in the prediction set
presents high, moderate or low activity not in an absolute
manner, but compared to the other molecules in the
prediction set. As a rule, the molecules having high
estimated values are recommended for synthesis. In
addition, the computed average A calcm activity of the
molecules in the prediction set can be compared with the
computed activity of the molecules from the calibration
set.
Results and discussions
As a rule, similar structures have similar properties. If
the property is the biochemical activity this statement is
named QSAR axiom. Frequently, this axiom is challenged
because some similar structures present non-similar
activities and some non-similar structures present similar
activities. The presence of such “activity cliffs” highlights
the infringement of the QSAR axiom for some pairs of
molecules.
There are two “activity cliffs” in the analyzed calibration
set:
- the molecules 11 and 12 having high similarity of
structures vs. low similarity of activities
- the molecules 13 and 17 having low similarity of
structures vs. high similarity of activities
The “significant” molecular fragments are -CH=N(included in molecule 2, 32 and 38; r = - 0.5249) and N=C-NH- (included in molecules 15-18; r = - 0.4486).
From the point of view of the best QSAR, using all
molecules in the calibration set, the molecule 11 is an
outlier (AKcalc = 4.059). Maybe the reported low AKobs value
for this molecule was not correctly determined. The quality
of this QSAR, which includes four predictors, is low enough
(r2 = 0.7591 F = 17.3 r2CV = 0.7647, where F is the Fisher
function). Unusually, the value of the cross-validated square
of Pearson linear correlation factor r2CV is higher than the
value of the square of the Pearson linear correlation factor
r2.
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Table 2
THE COMPUTED VALUE OF THE INHIBITORY ACTIVITY
WITHOUT THE OUTLIER 11

The best QSAR (formula (2)), in the absence of the outlier
has:
C0 = 0.4383
C1 = 108.8781
D1 is the molecular volume weighted dipole moment
U = 1000
C2 = - 3.5662
D2 is a 3D-MoRSE (DRAGON) descriptor [37] weighted
by Sanderson electronegativities
U = 839
C3 = 1.6608
D 3 is an unweighted 3D-MoRSE (DRAGON) [37]
descriptor
U = 595
The quality of this QSAR, which includes three predictors,
is high enough (r2 = 0.8816;
F = 54.6; r2CV = 0.7119).
Minimum correlation of predictors with activity: for D3
(r2 = 0.2251)
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Maximum intercorrelation of predictors: for pair D2/ D3
(r2 = 0.0461)
The utility of predictors for description of inhibitory
activity is very high for D1 and D2 and moderate for D3.
The computed values AKcalc, in the absence of the outlier
11, are presented in table 2. The average of A Kcalc in
calibration set is 2.975 ± 1.109. The average of AKcalc in the
prediction set is 2.778 ± 1.813.
The prediction set molecules having “high” computed
activity, according to formula (3), are 30, 34 and 36. The
prediction set molecules having “low” computed activity,
according to formula (4), are 32 and 38.
Conclusions
A QSAR study was performed to determine the
molecular features relevant to the inhibitory activity against
yeast α-glycosidase for a series of iminosugars. In the study
the calibration set included 26 iminosugars with 5-6 atoms
in the cycle having the α-glucosidase inhibitory activity
determined in identical conditions and the predicition set
included 12 iminosugars. For reliable conclusions the
following parameters were used: a) the physical meaning
of predictors, according to MOPAC/PRECLAV/DRAGON
documentation; b) the mathematical sign of predictors in
the best QSAR; c) the value of predictors’ utility; d) the
structure and correlation of “significant” molecular
fragments.
The molecular features (inferred as) having largest
influence on activity are
- the number of atoms in the heterocycle (optimum value
seems to be 6)
- the number of OH/CH 2OH groups on the cycle
(optimum value seems to be 3)
- the presence/absence of double bonds in the cycle
(absence is favorable)
The influence of presence/absence of large R (alkyl), X
(halogen) and/or N (tri-substituted nitrogen) groups is
debatable as the number and the diversity of molecules in
the prediction set is rather low. The influence of the
molecular lipophilicity seems to be low, because the logP
descriptor is not a predictor.
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